
 

General description

The Hotel CASTELLO is the ideal choice for the visitor of the city of Heraklion. It was designed so as to satisfy the 
highest demands of its select clientele, professional as well as recreational. It is open throughout the year and its  
convenient location offers easy access from and to the airport or the port, being at the same time very near to the 
commercial centre of the city

Reception and the  Lobby areas

Classy decoration and liveliness are characteristic of the hotel’ s reception  
area.
Elements from the past are coupled in a unique way with modern ideas and 
the pallet of colours unfolds promises and creates the sense of staying in a  
very familiar environment.   

The elegant, comfortable couches in the lobby and the charming architecture  
are the ideal setting for professional and private meetings. 
Open spaces, multiple optical exits, a friendly atmosphere and the impeccable  
service  compose  the  perfect  background,  that  is  rounded  off  with  the  very 
carefully chosen lighting,  that at times is diffused creating a relaxing ambience  
and at times highlights objects and spots

Accommodation

The  hotel  comprises  68  standard  and superior  rooms,  Junior  and Business  suites.  All  rooms  are  modern  and 
spacious, offering a unique view, designed to ensure a comfortable and pleasant stay.

 Standard rooms:
 
Comfortable rooms equipped with separate air conditioning, hair dryer, mini bar, cable  
and satellite television,    pay tv system, direct telephone line, fast internet access, safes,  
sound isolating double window panes, music.

All have a veranda or balcony; many have a view to the sea, the old city, and the Venetian 
ramparts.

They can accommodate 1-3 persons.

Superior     rooms:  

Luxurious rooms with brand-name furniture,  carefully  decorated in every 
detail and with excellent taste.
They can accommodate 1-3 persons.



Junior     Suite:  

Charming suite  with  hand-made metal  furniture,  carefully  decorated in  
every detail and with excellent taste

They can accommodate 2-4 persons

Restaurants and Bars

Special emphasis was given to the wine restaurant CANDIA VECCHIA in the atrium of the hotel, as an ideal place  
for a business meal, a formal dinner or even an easy-going meeting with friends.

The atmospheric ambience conveys a sense of hospitality and comfort that  
sooths a hard day’s stress, while the warm chromatic units add a feeling of  
order and variety that is relaxing as well as invigorating at the same time …

The fascinating view to  the  sea,  the old city  and the  Venetian Walls  that  
embrace  it,  give  value  to  your  private  but  also  your  formal  professional  
meetings …

Our Chef’s gastronomic inspirations with smells and flavours from Hellas  
and from all over the world impress and offer something for all preferences,  
whereas  our  well-chosen  wine-list  will  satisfy  even  the  most  demanding 
palates.

In the stylish and well-informed Café – Bar our guests can enjoy a variety of  
exquisite hot and cold beverages and drinks with light snacks.

Conferences and Receptions

The elegant conference  halls of the hotel Castello are completely equipped 
with audiovisual  systems and all  the  necessary  facilities.  They  can host  
conferences, seminars, samplings and educational presentations and offer a  
great choice for business meals or dinners. We have already hosted many  
educational, social and cultural events with great success.
Our experience in the organisation of receptions renders our hotel the ideal  
choice for high standard events that are intended to gain the impressions  
with their quality and their discreet luxury …
With us, none of your wishes is impossible.
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